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More parking needed in Village lot
Shortage of space
leaves students
in a parking
scramble
Brian Case

Editor-in-Chief

For the first time in four years, there is
not enough parking for students. The Avion
has been monitoring the parking situation
since June, and has found a consistent lack
of parking for students living in the Student
Village.
Residents of the Student Village are issued
a red parking decal, and are restricted to two
lots: the paved Yeager lot and the much larger gravel Village lot. On the night of Sept. 7,
The Avion found only three empty spaces in
both lots combined, and 10 vehicles parked
in designated “no parking” areas. On Sept.
8, The Avion found one empty space and 12
illegally parked vehicles.
“We need more space,” said Aerospace
Engineering Senior Yu Ohashi, returning
from a late-night run to Wal-Mart. She
advocated expanding parking vertically,
with a campus parking garage.
Many students are disregarding parking
rules, and paying the price. While observing
the situation in the Village lot, a red-decaled
Trans Am began looking for an empty space.
After three to five minutes of searching, the
vehicle spead down Richard Petty Blvd.
towards the green Voyager lot. The vehicle
was found parked in one of the dozens of
paved, empty spaces that were available at
the same time the Village lot was full.
Many of the illegally parked vehicles in
the Village lot had one or more citations.
Failing to park in front of a concrete curbstop can result in a citation for each 24 hours
the vehicle remains illegally parked.
Brent Cooker, an O’Connor Hall resident,

described the frustrating situation for Student that are not allowed there. Amato also stated tion projects. In the next two years, work
Village residents. “I think it’s ridiculous that that many of the citations being issued by is scheduled to begin on phase two of the
they make us pay $18,000 to go here per safety officers are warnings.
College of Aviation, which will replace the
semester, but they can’t afford to get enough
An additional 40 to 50 spaces will be current Gill Rob Wilson flight complex. That
parking spots,” he said. Cooker returned to added to the Village lot to relieve the parking project will move the aircraft ramp south,
his car to find it tickcrunch. Chris Hardesty creating more parking along
eted for not being in
in the construction and the western perimeter
a designated parking
planning department of campus.
spot. “I thought it was
said that work on the
With the Village
just a big dirt lot,” he
lot expansion is sup- lot a reality for the
explained.
posed to begin this immediate future,
While most stuweek.
it will require the
dents agree that
“It should have constant attention
there are not enough
been done by now,” of the University’s
spaces in the Student
said Chancellor Dr. F a c i l i t i e s
- RICHARD AMATO
Village parking lots,
Thomas Connolly. He Department
to
many found the genexplained that Halifax maintain
and
eral condition of the
Paving, the contractor repair the lot.
Village lot to be poor. When The Avion was in charge of building the lot, had delays in Smoothing of the
conducting its observation, some areas of the materials used to make the surface.
parking lot may
the lot had deep tire tracks and were difficult
Connolly explained that the Village be required as
to drive across.
lot is intended to be temporary while the often as once a
“I’d rather have my tuition dollars go University undergoes several construc- week, according
towards paving this area
[the Village lot] than
new plasma televisions
in the Student Village,”
said Aviation Business
Administration Junior
Eugene Pascual.
Justin Bredbenner,
who drives a rear-wheel
drive vehicle, said his
tires often dig into the
soft gravel, especially
after a heavy rain. “It’s
real hard to get around
in this lot,” he said.
In search of answers
to the concerns raised
by students, The Avion
spoke
to
Parking
and Traffic Services
Director
Richard
Amato. According to
Amato, his office has
not issued more decals
MELANIE PUGH/AVION
than parking spaces,
and blames the lack of PARKING OUTSIDE YOUR COLOR zone costs $10 for the first violation.
space on vehicles park- This vehicle was found with a green decal in a yellow zone. Repeat violators
ing in the Village lot are charged a higher fine, and may be required to attend traffic school.

“

to Amato.
A color-coded parking map can be found
on our website, www.avion newspaper.com.
Managing Editor Jonathan Mettin contributed to this report.

We’re going
to get additional
spaces.

”

Atlantis launch not a moment too soon

Embry-Riddle to
add Ph.D. in AE
Brandon Boekelman
News Editor

In order for Embry-Riddle to grow as a
university, Dr. Johnson recently announced
plans for creating a doctoral program in
Aerospace Engineering (AE). This would be
a first for the university. Dr. Habib Eslami,
chair of the AE department, says “In order
for any university to advance their educational objectives, they must have a Ph.D.
program.” It was the next logical step for
the growth of the university.
Dr. Eslami believes that the program will
be able to compete with the schools that
currently have doctoral programs, such as
MIT and Georgia Tech, if things are done
properly. “We can certainly excel in our
niche areas such as aircraft design and
optimization, aero-propulsion, and structures and materials. One other that should
be emphasized is navigation, guidance and
control, which we can do well with the
simulation building and all other facilities
that we have available in campus, but we
are lacking experts in this area,” Dr. Eslami
told The Avion. A major part of that we can
compete has to do with the AE faculty. “The

faculty of the AE department are very much
dedicated to their profession and are always
willing to go along with the mission of the
university, that is why we have been No. 1
in the undergraduate program amongst nongranting Ph.D. schools for the past seven
years, however, this No. 1 status should not
deter us from moving forward, thus, having
a Ph.D. is a step in the right direction,” said
Dr. Eslami.
According to Dr. Eslami, the program is
not yet ready for launching a full fledged
Ph.D. “We can however, start on a small scale
but we won’t be able to sustain it for a long
time unless we have the resources available,”
said Dr. Eslami. In order to create a sustainable program, the AE department should hire
enough faculty members, strengthen our current Master’s degree, obtain more externally
funded research grants, tie in with Eagle
Works and Research Park, and improving
the current lab facilities.
Dr. Eslami sees that it will probably take three to five years for the university to have the required resources
for a small scale Ph.D. program. At the
present, there are simply not enough
Please see DOCTORAL, page A2

This week: Activities Fair
and Greek recruitment
Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter

BEN COOPER/SPACEFLIGHTNOW.COM

THE SPACE SHUTTLE ATLANTIS Saturday as observed from the roof of the Vehicle Assembly Building. Atlantis
launched with a record payload mass, bound for the International Space Station. Embry-Riddle graduate Daniel Burbank is on-board. This is his second trip into space. For more coverage, see Space Technology, page A9.
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Airbus A380 makes
successful flight with
hundreds of passangers
Aeronautica, A7

Wishing for more to do on campus? Come
to the annual Embry-Riddle Activities Fair on
Tuesday, Sept. 12 and see what’s new.
Every year, all the clubs and organizations
on campus are given the chance to set up a
station, recruit new members, and generally
“strut their stuff.” From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
over 100 such clubs set up along the Legacy

Walk next to the library and spill out onto the
adjoining grounds. Past years have shown us
a sky diving demonstration from the Riddle
Skydiving club, the Drum Corp drum line,
a scuba demo in the pool from the Diving
Eagles Scuba Club, full-size ultralights on
display in front of the Capt. Willie Miller
Instructional Center (compliments of the Sport
Aviation Club), performance vehicles from
the Muscle Car Association, and a blaze of
Please see STUDENTS, page A2
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Judicial process transformed
Heather VanAntwerp
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GRAPHIC COURTESY EMBRY-RIDDLE

THIS FLOW CHART REPRESENTS the judicial process a student
will now have to go through. A similar version can be found in the
student handbook.

� “STUDENTS”
from FRONT

surfboards from the Stormriders
Surf Club. The EMS club, always
looking for volunteers, will be on
hand with a demo EVAC.
Professional
organizations,
which allow students to become
more involved in the communities
of people that share their passion
in their own profession, will also
be represented.
Some
examples
are
the
American Institute of Aeronautics
& Astronautics, the Future
Professional Pilots Association,
the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers and the
Ninety-Nines, Inc.
Are you a spiritual person? The
Campus Ministry offers many religious services, clubs and organizations.
Clubs such as the African
Student Association and the Indian
Students Association provide the
opportunity for students to celebrate their ethnic heritage, as well
as form friendships that can last a
lifetime.
Interested in being a DJ?
EaglesFM, the on-campus radio
station, will be providing the sound
coordination for the event, as well
as recruiting new members.
The Avion, the official school
newspaper for Embry Riddle, and
Touch-N-Go Productions, the campus special events team, are other
such divisions that are always
more than willing to welcome new
members. No experience necessary!
This event is being brought to
you by the efforts of the Student
Activities office, located just
across from the Information
Desk in the Student Center.
Why partake of extracurricular activities? Helen LeDonne,
Activities Coordinator, said “Cocurricular involvement reflects
the students’ ability to balance
academics and professional and
personal interest making them
more competitive to prospective
employers.”
She highly recommends that
students seek out organizations
that reflect their interests, both
to have fun on its own terms and
bring a little of the classroom into
everyday life and vice versa.
Members of the Student
Activities Office, dressed in either
blue or aqua shirts, will be present during the Activities Fair to
answer questions and man the
Information Booth.
On Monday, Sept. 11, Greek
Life will be holding their annual
recruiting event called “Meet the
Greeks,” which will be located on
the grounds on the outside of the
west side of the cafeteria. There,
students will be able to find out
all the benefits of rushing most of
the fraternities and sororities on
campus, and learn what it means
to “Go Greek.”
Embry-Riddle offers an expansive array of clubs, organizations,
services and opportunities.
For a more comprehensive
listing of what’s available om,
go to Embry-Riddle’s website at
www.erau.edu or go to the Student
Activities office directly where
one of the friendly staff members
can help match your interests.
Don’t see a particular interest
represented? Start your own club!
Being part of on-campus programs
can be one of the most rewarding
experiences of your college career,
and provide the opportunity to
meet people and make connections
you never thought possible.

During the past year, in an attempt
to organize the University, an audit
on the University’s judicial system
was performed. Many branches
were involved, and their policies
were reviewed and rewritten.
It was during this time that the
idea of having an Honor Board was
first introduced. “The purpose of
the Honor Board is to adjudicate all
possible suspendable cases, even if
responsibility was accepted by the
student,” explains Cathy Downes,
Associate Dean of Students.
Previously, the procedure was
quite different. After being written up
(by whom ever for what ever reason)
the student was required to attend a
pre-hearing held by any judicial officer. The Dean of Students, a resident
director and the director of Housing
are all considered judicial officers.
At the pre-hearing, the rights of
the student were read, and options
for the student were given. The student is offered the chance to accept
responsibility for the offense, or is
required to attend a hearing regarding the case.
If responsibility was accepted,
the punishment was decided before
the judicial officer overseeing the
hearing, or with the director of the
department under which the rule was
violated. Otherwise, if the student

denied responsibility, the case was
sent to the Student Court, who oversees any school violation.
Common violations that are serious enough to be punishable by
suspension include: the possession
and use of drugs or weapons, sexual
or physical assault, or any student
with multiple offenses. Therefore,
most violations are not as serious
to require suspension. In the past,
suspensions could have been determined by a Head Administrator, the
Residence Hall Conduct Council, or
the Student Court. Due to discrepancies in the decision process regarding
suspensions, the Honor Board was
implemented.
The Honor Board specifically
determines whether a student should
be suspended or not. The new board
will consist of six members, with one
acting as chair in order to break the
tied votes. The members will be two
resident advisors, two justices from
the student court, and two faculty
members.
The board includes students
because “violators receive the verdict
better from a board of their peers,”
Downes commented. The role of
Downes is to recruit faculty and staff,
the training of the board members,
and the scheduling of the hearings.
The formation of this board intends
to organize and streamline the suspension process. Ultimately hoping to rarely find the need to come
into session.

Changes in Residence Life
Brian Case

Editor-in-Chief
Housing and Residence Life is
feeling a bit empty. Rather than fill
the vacancy created when former
Residence Life Director Catherine
Downes moved to the Dean of
Students’ office last week, Dean
Sonja Taylor has elected to consolidate the Housing and Residence Life
departments into one.
Since 2003, Housing had two
directors, Tom Hilgers, who directed
housing administrative tasks like
maintenance and budget, and
Catherine Downes, who directed

residence life aspects, chiefly the
Resident Advisors. Hilgers has been
at Embry-Riddle since 1998. He has
served as Associate Director and most
recently as Director of Housing.
Now, Hilgers is the director of
Housing and Residence Life, and
two new positions have been created to serve as Associate Directors.
“We’ll continue to provide the same
services,” Hilgers said.
Taylor is returning Housing to the
model that was in place prior to 2003.
“We have a very successful history
of it working well that way,” Taylor
said.
The two Associate Directors have
not been hired, and will begin work-

ing in November at the earliest. “Our
intention is to fill [the vacancies]
with the right people,” Taylor said.
She plans on assembling a panel of
students to play a role in the hiring
process.
Candidates should hold a masters
degree in a relevant field, and have
several years experience in student
housing.
Housing is still taking applications
for an Assistant Director, whose primary job will be to advise the EmbryRiddle Resident Student Association.
Jason Chokel, Noel Fegumps and
Aaron Clevenger are juggling the
residence life duties until the vacancy
is filled.

A doctoral program added
“DOCTORAL,” from Front
faculty members to have a successful doctoral program and to maintain
the prestige of the undergraduate
program.
“Schools with doctoral programs
in aerospace engineering typically
have many more faculty than we
do…If within the next three to five
years the number of full time faculty
members does not reach at least 25,
the quality of the undergraduate
program will suffer, which is the
last thing the aerospace engineering
department wants.”
Research is also a major part
of any doctoral program. The

AE department currently has five
faculty members who are actively
engaged in research with the school.
According to Dr. Eslami, the current
professors are more than willing to
conduct research, they want to, but it
is hard for them to conduct research
while teaching full time.
“They should be given incentives
to do research and to participate in
scholarly activities. The very first
incentive we can provide to our
research faculty is to give them not
more than six credit hours of teaching to allow them time to research.
In addition, we need to hire top
notch professor, who have established themselves as outstanding

teachers and have extensive scholarly and research records. However,
I do not want to hire researchers who
can not teach,” said Dr. Eslami.
For Dr. Eslami, the number one
concern for the program is “giving
the best education to our students.”
There will not be a doctoral program
if the undergraduate is to suffer.
He feels that Dr. Johnson is pointing us in the right direction and
is willing to help the department.
As Dr. Eslami says, “we have the
strength, we have the potential, we
have a very talented faculty, but
we do not have the resources to
have a full fledged Ph.D., maybe in
a small scale.”

Fun at Monte Carlo Night

CASE JOHNSON/AVION

STUDENTS ENJOY MONTE CARLO night, which was put on by Lamda Chi Alpha and
Touch-N-Go.Productions. The casino events included Craps, Texas Hold ‘Em, and Black Jack.

Positions available in the SGA
Melanie Pugh

Business Manager
The
Student
Government
Association (SGA) is accepting applications for many available positions
though Wednesday, Sept. 13. Four of
these positions are housed within the
Student Representative Board (SRB)
branch of the SGA.
The SRB is elected by students
and consists of 22 members representing the University’s four colleges, international student population and Residence Life Department.
According to SGA, “The purpose of
each individual representative is to
serve all of the students of EmbryRiddle while simultaneously voicing
the particular concerns of the students
enrolled in their respective college.”
Student Representatives will also be
in close contact with their individual
deans and have the opportunity to

serve on high-level University committees.
There are currently two openings within the College of Aviation,
one opening within the College of
Business, and one opening for the
newly created position within the
Aviation Maintenance Science program. Interested candidates must
return a signed application to the
SGA Office by 5 p.m. on Wednesday,
Sept. 13. In addition, candidates must
answer a series of questions pertaining
to qualifications. Applications can be
found in the SGA Office.
The SGA will soon appoint
its Director of Internal Affairs.
Applications were due Monday, and
a decision will soon be announced.
After being eliminated by the last
SGA administration, the position was
recreated by the current administration to work closely with the Director
of External Affairs and head the
Communications Committee, facili-

tating communication between the
branches and divisions of the SGA.
The position will also require dissemination of said information within the
SGA and the Embry-Riddle community. The Director of Internal Affairs
will also be charged with maintaining
the SGA event calendar, creating the
ERAU directory and serving as a nonvoting member of the SGA Executive
Board.
All positions require potential candidates to hold and maintain at least
a 2.5 cumulative GPA, be enrolled at
the Daytona Beach campus of EmbryRiddle for at least one semester prior
to applying and maintain continuous
enrollment of at least six credit hours
throughout the remainder of their
term. All of the available positions
require the SGA member to serve
three office hours and attend all meetings, but are duly rewarded with a 10
percent discount in tuition and a lifetime of experience for their efforts.
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Women’s volleyball wins conference opener
Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor

Eagles volleyball took home a
victory in their conference opener
Friday night, defeating Warner
Southern on the road 30-22, 30-23,
30-23.
Setter Marissa Gonzales quarterbacked the team with 44 assists,
while Jenni Nelsen led the offense
and defensive ends of the ERAU
offense with 17 kills and 16 digs.
Jenn Meglic also had an impressive
showing, hitting .522 with 14 kills
and four blocks.
The team played without
Savannah Trakes, who was out of
the lineup due to injury. The Eagles
also did not play Jennifer MacRae,
who sat out the Labor Day tournament as well. Outside hitter Janelle
Marinos is likely to miss the entire
season with a knee injury.
“I am really pleased with our
performance … especially with
Marissa
Gonzales’s
distribution of the ball with 44 assists
in three games, which is way
above her goal,” second-year
head coach Joslynn Gallop said.
“Without Savannah in our lineup
due to injury, Jenni Nelsen and
Jenn Meglic really stepped up

for us offensively.”
The win was the second straight
for the Eagles, having defeated
ERAU-Prescott in the consolation match of the Labor Day
Tournament two weeks ago. It
was also their first Florida Sun
Conference (FSC) match of the
year in a year that is sure to be
interesting, after traditional powerhouse Flagler College left the
conference and Edward Waters
College replaced them.
Middle blockers April Ebanks
and Mia Jaramillo each contributed
four blocks to the Eagle defense,
while Rachel Ridder and Rebecca
Heller combined for 29 digs.
The Savannah College of Art
& Design (SCAD) (4-0 FSC, 8-2
overall) currently sits at the top
of the FSC standings, with ERAU
(1-0, 3-6) in second. SCAD, the
defending FSC champion, moved
up in the national rankings from
twelfth to ninth after defeating two
other nationally-ranked teams.
The Eagles return to action
tomorrow at 7 p.m., taking on
Florida Tech in non-conference
action at the ICI Center. The team
plays two conference matches
this weekend, taking on Florida
Memorial Friday evening and St.
Thomas Saturday afternoon.

MARISSA GONAZALES SETS UP April Ebanks during the Labor Day volleyball tournament. Gonzales led the offense with 44 assists at
Warner Southern on Friday. The Eagles won the match 3-0, with Jenny Nelsen and Jenn Meglic pacing the offense with a combined 31 kills.

his garage to host a get-together at his
house or keeping the upbeat atmosphere in the locker room going.
Blake Hughes: What does your
typical weekday schedule look like?
Ian Levine: Well Blake, I wake
up around 6:15 a.m. to get myself
awake and ready for our daily training session which begins at 7:30
a.m., typically lasting for two hours.
After getting nice and pretty in the
locker room, I head off to class. I’m
a flight student as well so it gets kind
of strenuous at some points.
BH: I bet. What’s the early evening
and nightly situation look like?
IL: Well, if I don’t have a flight
or homework I really enjoy reading
romantic novels or watching a few
sitcoms. I like listening to country
music on my back porch while sipping on a few non-alcoholic drinks
every now and then as well.
BH: So you’re basically a nor-

mal college guy that happens
to play soccer?
IL: Yeah. I’m always looking to
make new friends or to find new
activities. You can find me hanging
out at the UC or in the ICI most of
the time. I am living my life here at
Riddle to the fullest.
Dinko Residovic had the chance to
sit down with one of Embry-Riddle’s
most notorious student-athletes, A.J.
Barrett. A.J. is one of the most well
known guys on campus. He’s always
jamming out to tunes on his mp3
player.
Dinko Residovic: What would you
say is your favorite part of EmbryRiddle?
A.J.: Hands down it’s the people
at this place! Everybody is always
willing to help you out. When it’s
time for work, students here know
how to get it done. When it’s time
for fun, we also know how to get it

ZACH MAHONE/THE AVION

Meet the men’s soccer team, an Avion exclusive
Blake Hughes

Guest Reporter

This past week saw our soccer
players recovering from their convincing victory on the road at No.15
Berry. The squad has solidified their
spot amongst the top 10 teams in the
NAIA National Rankings at No.7.
Recently, The Avion interviewed
three members from the men’s soccer team to see what life as a student
athlete on an elite soccer squad was
like. Ian Levine, A.J. Barrett, and
Peter Masters were kind enough to
share their time.
Ian Levine has been an integral
part of the squad’s success over the
past two years here. He is a very
hard worker that helps bring the
team together. He’s always looking
for ways to bring the team together,
whether it is constructing a stage in

done. I can’t get enough of the good
vibes here.
DR: What are your thoughts about
European football (soccer)? Did you
see the Bosnia v. Hungary game the
other day?
A.J.: Our team here is modeled
after a European style of play. It’s
the first style I was ever exposed to
so I’m naturally partial to it. It’s still
a step above U.S. soccer and plays a
big part in our success on the NAIA
level. I’ve actually been keeping track
of Bosnia lately. They have the makings of a championship squad. Look
for them to capture the European title
up for grabs here soon.
DR: One last thing, what’s up next
on your mp3 player?
A.J.: Hmmm, it’s going to be BingBang by Cokie Bucheck.
A.J. is always very kind and
approachable just like our next
player, Peter “Petey-Pablo” Masters.

Advertisement

Peter is a returning sophomore here.
He’s focusing his academic efforts
into the business sector. He is a great
manager of time, keeping his books
in the back of his mind at all times
(excluding soccer times of course).
BH: We heard you are an excellent darts player as well. Does it ever
get hard trying to manage your time
between academics, athletics, and
darts? I know you were looking to go
professional with your skill at some
point or another.
Peter Masters: Well after my studies comes soccer of course. We train
very hard. That training along side
of school pretty much drains me of
all energy. I do, however, find time
to get a few games of 501 and/or
Cricket in every other night or so. It’s
a passion of mine. I cannot rightfully
ignore it, you know?
BH: Yeah, I totally understand.
You make time for things important

to you. It’s a very good skill to have.
Time-management is crucial to the
success of students of all kinds. With
so many activities here on campus,
would you say that this is the single
most important thing to focus on?
PM: Yeah, absolutely. If you
don’t plan ahead. you’ll fall behind
quickly.
Thanks for the insights, Peter.
These three student-athletes are not
different from the rest of the student
body; everyone has that difficult task
of balancing out class with other
activities.
Looking ahead, the Eagles have
some big games coming up on Sept.
15 and 16 as they travel first to No.
22 Mobile and then to No. 2 Rio
Grande. If you see any of the soccer
players around campus wish them all
the best.
Dinko Residovic contributed to this
report.
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Phi Delta Theta, not
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
your ordinary fraternity kicks off with a bash
William Westbrook

Nathaniel M. Gamache

It’s that time of the semester where
clubs and organizations are gearing
up and looking for new members.
Embry-Riddle has much to offer
students in the forms of clubs and
organizations that enhance college
life. Joining a Fraternity merely adds
to the college experience. One of the
Fraternities on campus is Phi Delta
Theta; Phi Delta Theta is not your
ordinary Fraternity.
Phi Delta Theta has much to offer
its members. We are dedicated to
friendship. To the Brothers of Phi
Delta Theta, no one comes before
another brother. We stand by each
other through all trials and tribulations. Brothers are always there for
guidance and consultation of any
matter. We are committed to earning
good grades and obtaining a great
education. As one of the three principles the Fraternity, sound learning
is our first goal. We have multiple
study sessions, where Brothers and
pledges can study and do homework
in a scholastic atmosphere and can
find help from older Brothers in
the same degree program. Finally,
the third principle of Phi Delta
Theta is morals. Brothers always
strive to do the right thing; from not
cheating on school work to being
gentlemen, Phi’s aspire to be good
people.
Phi Delta Theta has a large presence on campus. Phi Delta Theta
holds an annual Monday Night
Football event, where we provide
free food and watch the football game
on a 30’ screen on the West Lawn.
Further, we are the official supporter
of the Women’s Soccer Team and are
in attendance at all home and many
away games. We hold many high
ranking positions in other on-campus
organizations. With Brothers holding the offices of Vice Presidents of
Student Government, Inter-Fraternal
Council (External and Internal), the
Chief and an Associate Justices of
the Student Court, Chairman of
Touch-N-Go Productions along with
the Vice Chairman and Productions
Coordinator for Touch-N-Go, the
Training Director of EaglesFM and

Long before classes even started
many of the brothers of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon put a lot of effort
and money into a “South Of
The Boarder Summer Extension
Party.” Held at the local restaurant recently turned nightclub,
El Azteca, everyone had a great
time. There were plenty of activities for everyone, some of which
included poker and blackjack.
There was also plenty of music
for everyone to enjoy. The goal
of the party was for all returning
students to have a good time and
catch up with everyone’s summer,
and for new returning freshmen
to feel welcome and find some
information about Greek Life

Phi Delta Theta

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

here at Riddle. We would like to
thank everyone for coming out to
this event and it was a complete
success. You can look forward to
another summer extension party
upon arriving to school for the Fall
2007 semester.
Before Rush Week begins, I
pose a few questions to the freshmen. What exactly is a fraternity
and what does it mean to be in a
fraternity?
These are the exact questions I
was asking as a freshman. People
think fraternity and think “frat,”
Animal House, Old School; all
they do is party, their grades drop
and have nothing after college but
a bunch of loans and no job. This
is not the real world, these are just
movies.
A fraternity is so much more
than parties; its brotherhood,

its networking, its having a
place to go when you need
help. With over 175,000 brothers, Sigma Alpha Epsilon is the
largest fraternity in the nation.
Ever need a place to stay? You
can stay just about anywhere
with 288 chapters in 48 states.
A fraternity is a commitment to
something bigger than the individual, to do things as an organization, a group, but mostly to people.
Brothers.
With Rush this week, I encourage the entire freshman male
population to go out and find out
more about fraternities. Find out
what they mean to you as a person; everyone will form their own
meaning because of their different
beliefs and values. Find out who
you connect with the best and meet
the brothers.

Swim Club welcomes you
Spencer Conklin
Swim Club

PHOTO COURTESY PHI DELTA THETA

also the Photo Editor of The Avion,
Phi Delta Theta has great leadership
experience amongst its Brothers. We
are always looking for future leaders,
who will continue our tradition. If
you are interested in joining come to
any of our Rush Events this week:
Tuesday, Sept. 12 - Activities
Fair and Billiards at 5:30 pm
Wednesday, Sept. 13 - BBQ and
Comedian at 5:30 pm
Thursday, Sept. 14 - Girls Soccer
at 7pm
Friday, Sept. 15 - Laser Tag, GoCarts, Mini-Golf (Invite Only)
Saturday, Sept. 16 - Hooters

(Invite Only)
As members, we have numerous other group activities, such as
going to Busch Gardens or Islands
of Adventure, going camping every
semester, canoeing on Spruce Creek,
Formals and Semi-Formals, and
socials with chapters from other
campuses, or other Fraternities and
Sororities here at Embry-Riddle.
Basically, Phi Delta Theta offers as
much as any man can ask for from
an organization and much more
that words cannot describe. Phi
Delta Theta is not your ordinary
Fraternity.

“Ask Sidney”

Dear Sidney:
I am a new student and am living in one of the residence halls. My roommate and I were friends all through high
school and decided to live together here at Embry-Riddle. Everything has been going well until just recently - I have
absolutely no space at all here! She has all of her stuff everywhere, and when I ask her to move things she rolls her
eyes and gets frustrated. She is also listening to my phone conversations and making negative comments. Now, she
wants to live with me next year in an apartment, but I do not think I can live with her again. I do not know how to
tell her without hurting her feelings. How should I deal with this?
Signed: Sick of Roommate!
Dear “Sick of Roommate,”
You’re not alone - many people have roommate frustrations at times! It’s completely normal for roommate conflict
to arise because you spend so much time together on a daily basis. If you have a disagreement with a friend, you can
cool off by not seeing them for a few days - not so with a roommate!
Try communicating your feelings to your roommate again. This will at least give her the opportunity to make some
changes should she choose to do so. If there’s no improvement, then at least your roommate will know about your
living arrangement for next year. Ask yourself: if the situation were reversed, how you would like to be treated? That
is, if your roommate were frustrated with you or making plans next year that didn’t include you, how would you like
to be told?
Do your best to express positive feelings toward your roommate. This will help to minimize the rejection she might
feel. You might say something like “I would really like to maintain a friendship with you next year, even though we
aren’t living together,” or “I think we would be better friends if we didn’t live together.” In the end, you cannot change
how your roommate will react, but that shouldn’t determine how you feel about yourself or your plans for next year.
It’s always best to be as honest, sensitive, and forthcoming as possible.
~ Sidney

The Eagles do swim and the
Swim Club on campus is here to
prove it. Having been refounded
only a year ago, the club has
taken off with new and old swimmers alike. In the Spring of 2006,
the club went to competitions in
Orlando, Fla. against five other
colleges. Plans for a competition
this semester are already underway and more competitions will be
attended in the spring semester.
Although the club does compete you are not required to have
any knowledge of swimming to
join! Many students join with
no swimming background and
no desire to compete, just a desire
to swim with other people for the
purpose of exercise or enjoyment.
Everyone is welcome. The group
has a blast swimming three times
a week at the Daytona Beach
Community College swimming
pool.
Anyone who has any interest in
swimming, whether it be for competition, exercise, or just for fun,
come join us! The club is having
an interest meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 12 at 7:00 p.m. in A-111. We
hope to see you there!

PHOTO COUTRESY SPENCER CONKLIN

Go mini golfing
with Sigma Chi
Matthew Pillon
Sigma Chi

Care for a night of mini golf
with the lovely ladies from Alpha
Xi Delta, or perhaps a delicious
spaghetti dinner prepared by our
very own chef at the only house
around? These are just a few of
the things that the Sigma Chi
Fraternity has to offer. With the
start of rush week there is sure
to be something to do on those
boringweekday nights. Sigma Chi
is looking for a few good men to
experience what we are all about.
With the installation this semes-

ters officers this year is sure to
be both fun and productive. Our
new president, Perry Lewis, is
certain to lead the chapter to new
heights and make sure we have a
good time on the way up. As for
the house, with the completion of
some major renovations it is now
better than ever and, as always,
the best place to relax and have a
good time in Daytona Beach. So,
if you think you have what it takes
to be a Sigma Chi, or you just need
something to do tonight, head on
out to our rush events and see what
all the talk is about. Remember,
men join fraternities; leaders on
men join Sigma Chi.

SENIOR CLASS MEETING
FOR:
“ALL SENIORS PLANNING
TO GRADUATE DECEMBER
16TH!”
Senior Class
Elections
Wednesday
13th

President
September

IC Auditorium 5:00 p.m.
ERAUGRADUATION.COM
Paul W. Bell
Associate Dean of Students
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University
Daytona Beach, Florida

From the Flight Department: The Weekly Safety Coner
This week’s edition of the Safety Coner focuses on PERSONAL and EQUIPMENT
SAFETY, both of which are very important in the field of aviation
April Larsen
Andrea Luethi
Thomas Jensen

ERAU Flight Department
Personal Safety
A personal pre-flight should be
conducted before every flight activity. The IM-SAFE checklist is one
of many that are recommended,
especially in the demanding Florida
environment.
•I - Illness: Flying is a very
demanding activity, both mentally
and physically, so flying when you’re
not feeling up to par will not be safe
or practical for you or others around
you. Even the smallest of head colds
can significantly reduce your performance. So don’t waste your money
or your instructors’ time by coming
to an activity when you’re feeling
under the weather. Most importantly,
do not risk your safety or the safety
of others!
In the event you become ill before
a flight activity, you must immediately contact your flight instructor then
go to Health Services on campus and
have yourself medically grounded.

Failure to do this will result in a noshow, that will cost you anywhere
from $100-$300 and might even
result in a failure of the course you
are enrolled in.
•M - Medication: Medication can
have many different side effects,
some unknown, especially in high
altitude scenarios. Therefore the FAA
publishes a limited list of medication
approved for pilots. If you are in need
of medication, even if prescribed by
a doctor, an Air Medical Examiner,
AME, should be contacted prior to
taking it.
•S - Stress: If your stress level gets
too high, your performance will be
diminished due to lack of concentration. This can interfere with judgment
and everyday
decision
making. It is common,
but very hazardous, to be stressed
because of high workloads, and still
resume your normal flight training.
Planning and good communication
with your instructor can help prevent
a stressful overload.
•A - Alcohol: Alcohol and flying
don’t go together! The FAA and the
University have very strict policies
concerning this matter. Both organi-

zations do random drug and alcohol
testing. If you fail one of these tests
THERE IS NO SECOND CHANCE!
Same goes for DUI’s or DWI’s: Both
must be reported to the FAA within
30 days, and your aviation career
could come to a grueling end.
•F - Fatigue: Performance is directly related to the amount of rest, sleep
and proper nutrition we receive each
day. Fatigue may reduce coordination, alertness, and impair
judgment. Stress and fatigue are
a very hazardous combination!
Make sure you are rested and
fed for each activity!
•E – Emotion: A person

that is emotional due to
circumstances beyond
one’s control may
become distracted and less alert
in the cockpit. High

levels of emotion can result in hazardous behavior and unclear thinking.
This can cause a safety hazard for the
pilot and everyone around him or her.
If you’re emotionally unavailable to
fly let your instructor know what’s
going on, chances are he or she can
help you out in a number of ways or
at least help lighten the load.
The clothing we wear is also very
important when flying. Due to a
potential fire hazard in the cockpit,
the crew is required to wear appropriate attire. Therefore, for flight
activities, ERAU insists on long
pants, closed toe shoes, and shirts
with sleeves that cover under
arms at all times. This policy in
conjunction with the extreme
heat during the summer
time can
sometimes
c a u s e
severe
dehydration.
To
offset this,
it
may
help to wear light
breathing textiles (like

linen) and have light reflecting colors. Also, remember to drink enough
before and during a flight. Cooling
aids are provided for free at the flight
line!
Equipment Safety
Our advice to new Embry-Riddle
flight students is to use the checklist
below and organize the required
material as early as possible. You
can buy these items at the school
book store or in the pilot shops near
K-Mart (Both of which accept Eagle
Cards). Checklists are there for you.
To insure you don’t miss anything
complete a checklist after every
flow and throughout your preflight.
The checklists are also there to back
you up in case of an emergency.
Flows should be
memorized but
checklists should
always be used to double check you
haven’t forgotten anything, especially
in an emergency!
Neccessary
•Inflight-Guide 1
•ERAU Aircraft Checklist 1
•ERAU
Aircraft
Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) 1
includes Standardization Manual
•Flight Operations Manual 1

•Jacksonville Sectional
•Headset
•Airport & Facility Directory
(A/FD)
•Rating specific Practical Test
Standards (PTS)
•Federal Aviation Regulations
(FAR)
includes
Aeronautical
Information Manual (AIM)
•Sunglasses
Recommended or for future use:
•Flight computer (Model: Sporty’s
E6B or ASA CX-2) (Cross-country
flying)
•Miami Sectional (Cross-country
flying)
•Hood / Foggles
•Flashlight (Night flying)
•Plotter (Cross-country flying)
•Kneeboard (optional)
•Flight bag (optional)
•Airplane Flying Handbook (FAAH-8083-3A) (Text or FAA website)
•Rating specific Oral Exam Guide
•Rating specific PTS (Practical
Test Standards)
1
available at the ERAU Bookstore
only
Look for next week’s edition of
The Safety Coner, and until then
happy flying, and don’t forget to keep
safety in mind at all times!
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SGA now in full swing
Nathan Clapper
SGA President

As the second week of the semester comes to a close, the University
and your SGA are in full swing.
For many students, the construction on campus is an inconvenience,
as it affects both parking and sidewalks. However, it is a small price
to pay for the improvements that
are coming to ERAU. With that in
mind, there are several conceptual
drawings of the University’s Master
Plan, which outlines the current and
future construction. These drawings
will be on a rotation between the
Student Center, Spruance Hall, the
library, and the College of Aviation.
Make sure you take a moment and

see where our University is headed. ated. If you currently have multiple
Also, if you have any suggestions, cards, please only use the card that
ideas, or questions about the Master has your current address listed on
Plan, please let the SGA
it. The SGA will be takknow.
ing steps to reduce and
For many of the returneliminate this abuse of the
ing students, your current
SafeRide program.
SafeRide card will expire
Don’t forget that the
at the end of the month.
Greeks will be starting
Make sure that you have
recruitment this week. It
a current card, so you
is a great opportunity to
can continue to use the
get out and meet people on
program.
campus.
Also, there are students
Also, the Activities Fair,
Nathan
who have obtained mulsponsored by Student
Clapper
tiple SafeRide cards in
Activities will be on
the past. These students SGA President Tuesday, Sept. 12, on the
would use one card to get
Legacy Walkway. Make
home, another to go to a
sure that you stop by to see
friend’s house, etc. Due to the cost the different clubs and organizations
of the program, this cannot be toler- that ERAU has to offer you.

SGA makes visibility a priority

SGA provides many services
Bo Pollet

Director of External Affairs
The Saferide program has
become a staple of SGA. We are
trying hard to make sure everyone knows about the service and
feels comfortable using it when
necessary. Here are a couple of
important notes about the Saferide
program this year. You need a new
card every year. They all expire
in September, so stop by the SGA
office to get a new one. Saferide
is free for students, so why not
have one just in case you need it?

RYAN HATTAN/AVION

ON AUG. 30 SGA officials, such as SGA Vice President Chris Haas (center), handed out umbrellas imprinted with the SGA logo in exchange for SGA surveys. These surveys will be reviewed to
better enable the SGA to provide services to its students.

What is Student Rep. Board?
Ryan Hattan
SGA Editor

The Student Representative
Board (SRB) is one of the three
branches of the SGA. They, along
with the finance board, comprise the
legislative branch.
Its prupose is to be the policy and

decision-making body within the
SGA, to represent student’s interests and viewpoints, and to make
responsible financial decisions.
The SRB meets every Tuesday
in the Endeavor Conference room
on the second floor in the UC from
12:45-2 p.m.
The SRB is currently seeking to
fill four openings on the board. If

you are interested in making an
actual difference in Embry-Riddle
than the SRB will equip you with
the opportunities and means to do
so.
Simply stop by the SGA office
amytime from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
during the week and fill out an
application for the position desired,
they are due by Sept. 13th.
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The SGA is trying to cut expenses
on Saferide abuse, so don’t put
your home adress as Denny’s. It
doesn’t hurt to tip, two dollars is a
good amount. They’ll pull over if
you ask. So please, don’t throw up
in the cab.
Aside from Saferide, there are
numerous other services that SGA
offers. Ever wonder where all the
banners surrounding the UC every
Monday come from? Another
service offered by SGA is banner
printing. The SGA has a huge
format printer and can print three
by four foot banners. Posting them
around the top of the UC is a free

service if the banner is promoting
an event.
Students can have their banner
printed at the low price of $7-$10
dollars each. If you are part of a
club on campus, you already have
a $50 credit for this service.
For more details, stop by the SGA
office and ask for a banner printing
instruction sheet. Create the banner
in Powerpoint, Publisher, or JPEG
format and then email it to the SGA
office at sgastu@erau.edu. To have
your banner posted on Monday; it
must be submitted by the previous
Friday before 3 p.m.
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Times when ignorance isn’t bliss

As the world finds out that information which led to the invasion
of Iraq was not true, and Saddam
Hussein did not have any ties to al
Qaeda anytime before 3-20-03, a
clearer picture seams to be emerging among the fallout from this fog
of war which has loomed above us
for half a decade now. Iraq is on the
brink of civil war, with no solutions
on the table. Osama Bin-Laden is
nowhere to be found. al Qaeda is
at the same levels of power it had
pre-911. Terrorist attacks around the
world have exponentially climbed,
with our foreign relations crumbling
in front of our eyes. Letʼs all take a
step back and see where this administration has taken us with their foreign policies and with their goal of
establishing a New World Order (as
stated by former President George
H. W. Bush).
We all know that Iraq is a complete mess. With the fact that thousands and thousands of Iraqis are
dead, we donʼt need the newspapers
to print pictures of disfigured Iraqi
women and children to tell us that
someone somewhere made a huge
mistake, and no one is doing anything about it. No one is willing to
step back and ask the question “Are
we taking the right course of action?
Are we doing what is right in order
to liberate the people of Iraq?” I
understand that principal and integrity is very important in the Bush
administration and especially in

the conservative party, but it is also attempting to kill him through the
important to occasionally step back poison which has disfigured his
and re-evaluate your actions.
face. Viktor Yanukovych became
The
democratically
elected PM August 4th 2006.
governments of Lebanon and the
In Lebanon, the infrastructure is
Palestinian Territories have been completely whipped out in all of the
practically wiped out by the so- predominantly Shia Neighborhoods.
called most democratic society in After a war that lasted just over a
the Middle East (the Zionist state month, the occupational forces of
of Israel). Lebanon is losing billions Israel decided to “once again” make
of dollars in tourism revenue and an attempt to wipe out a government
industry as a result of the war with established by what they call a tertheir occupiers, and the Palestinians rorist organization - Hezbollah. As
are on the brink
the war which
of a wide-spread
was started by
humanitarian
the kidnapping
catastrophe. I have
of two IDF solOur foreign
to ask, is the word
diers intensified,
Humanitarian
the Hezbollah
relations is
even in the dicorganization did
crumbling before
tionary of Bush;
not collapse, the
Dick; Rice; or
rocket attacks
our eyes.
Rumsfeld?
did not stop,
Democracy is
and the tactics
- AZDREN COMA
about giving the
of dropping a
people the right
bomb from 30
to elect their
thousand feet
own government, something that did not gain the respect of most
the Bush Administration has been civilized nations of the world, espepushing forcefully in Afghanistan, cially after landing on whole neighand Iraq, and non-forcefully in borhoods of families in Southern
places like Lebanon, and Ukraine Lebanon. Or to put more clearly as
(Remember the Orange Revolution). Ehud Olmert said at a press conferUnfortunately in Ukraine less than a ence on July 28th 2006 during their
year after their pro-western cabi- campaign to eliminate Hezbollah,
net was elected, President Viktor “Everyone in southern Lebanon
Yushchenko had to give way, and is a terrorist and is connected to
place in the chair of prime minis- Hizbollah. Our great advantage
ter the person he once accused of vis-à-vis Hizbollah is our firepower,

“

”

not in face-to-face combat.” How is
everyone in the south of Lebanon a
terrorist?
Most importantly, let us not confuse democracy with capitalism,
because they are not synonymous.
It seems that the Westʼs goals
(or more specifically The Bush
Administrationʼs goals) of spreading
freedom and democracy throughout
the world is failing. Their tactics are
disastrously flawed. The country
which we invaded to find WMDs
which threatened our national security, and eliminate the threat of them
supplying al Qaeda with a nuclear
bomb, is on the brink of civil war.
Eith thousands of civilian casualties
as well as casualties on the coalition.
At least Saddam for the most part
kept everyone in check. Sometimes
people are not meant to make decisions for themselves, and sometimes
its good that thereʼs someone older
with more authority making the
decisions. Remember when there
were protests around the world
in protest of the Islamic prophet
Mohammed cartoons in the Danish
newspapers? Funny how the largest,
most violent and most anti-Western
demonstration were in Baghdad. I
ask you all, step back, think, and
stop the ignorance. In the upcoming
midterm elections, do whatʼs right,
forget CNN and FOX News… The
Internet is free! The Library is free!
Use your resources!
~Azdren Coma

Pilot careers have never been easy

In response to Mr. Manofskyʼs
negative opinion article regarding the future job opportunities of
Aeronautical Science graduates.
His article failed to mention that
the airline industry has always
been a volatile business. Becoming
an airline pilot has always been
difficult, and once hired a pilot

will always face the chance of
being furloughed or let go. The
university, students, and prospective students should already
be aware of these facts; it is no
industry secret. In response to the
ever-changing aviation world
the Aeronautical Science should
adjust its curriculum to include

more part 135 (charter) and part
91k (fractional) education. I too
enrolled into Embry-Riddle with
dreams of becoming an airline
pilot. I am now employed by a
fractional business jet company
with the desire to fly for them. As
a low time pilot I know the key
to reaching my goal will be hard

work and sacrifice. The demands
of a professional pilot are high,
stemming from both financial and
family pressure. With the right
attitude and passion, current and
future graduates will be able to
realize their goals.
~Christopher Smith
Class of spring 2006

This space left intentionally blank by YOU. We want
to hear what you have to
say. Politics, entertainment,
campus life, we will take it
all. Submit your opinions to
avion.newsroom@gmail.com and
see them printed in the paper.

Student Forum
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Stand Up!

The final straw for Saddam
and al Queda
Last
Friday
the
Senate disabled, and get tons of press do
Intelligence Committee released nothing to help the public good.
a declassified document to the
I am still trying to determine
public. That document contained if this reports shows faults in our
a 2005 CIA intelligence report and media, this administration, or
over 400 pages of eviboth. On one end the
dence showing Saddam
media really has not
Hussein did nothing to
done enough to get these
support or harbor any
reports to the public,
Al-Qaeda terrorists. This
I guess until this parreport of course proves
ticular one. On the other
incredibly relevant since
hand, the administration
43 percent of people
has still kept to its belief
in this country, accordthere was a connection.
ing to a CNN poll, still
Even Tony Snow, the
believe there is some
current press secretary,
Chris
kind of link.
tried to put off the report
Tezak
The CNN poll also
as a non-issue. I personreports over 70 percent
ally though am sad at
Columnist
of military personal in
both, as both groups
Iraq also still believe
have played equally
this accusation. These results are significant roles in this debacle of
startling to say the least. It shows intelligence.
how much the administration
In fact one needs to look no
clouded the minds of the people in further than the controversy surthis country in their push to go to rounding ABCʼs showing of “Path
war. The report
to 9/11” that
also stated there
was shown
was no evidence
over the past
to support the
two nights.
... both groups
claims Saddam
The facts in
have played equally
had created any
the program
new WMD prowere so off
significant roles in this
grams between
base from the
debacle of intelligence.
the destruction
truth, multiple
of his arsenal in
high-rankthe early 1990ʼs
ing Clinton
-CHRIS TEZAK
and the beginofficials and
ning of the war
the writers of
in 2003.
the 9/11 comThe report went so far as to say mission report openly spoke out
distinctly, “Saddam Hussein was against ABC. Even the company
distrustful of al-Qaeda... refusing that makes classroom materials
all requests from al-Qaeda to pro- for cable programs changed the
vide material or operational sup- topic of their materials to media
port.” It is truly sad this report is literacy and how to properly view
news, sad that I am writing about, this type of program. It is unbesad that 43 percent of people in this lievable how people still get these
country need to be told the con- things completely wrong with so
nection never existed. I seriously many reports out in the public. I
thought this issue had been put to just hope now the idea of a link
bed. But I guess people like Rick between Iraq and 9/11 will be put
Santorum who go off on reports to rest, though I never was much
of warheads, which had been of an optimist.

“
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Have fun with
intramural sports
Itʼs that time of year again, time
to dig out the cleats and gym shoes
and kick some tail over at intramural sports. This Wednesday is the
deadline to get your teams together
for 3/3 basketball, 6/6 volleyball,
and 7/7 flag football, so if you
donʼt already have a team, grab
some friends and go to the captainʼs
meeting at 6 p.m. in the ICI Center.
Even if you donʼt have a team,
show up to the meeting and join
one that already exists. Intramural
sports are the most fun you will
have at Embry-Riddle, so I wanted
to write this article to encourage
everyone to participate and to share
some tips Iʼve learned throughout
the years of playing:
1.
Do it all. There is much
more to intramurals than football
and basketball; there are tournaments for everything – from Texas
Holdʼem to dodgeball to golf and I
promise you – they are all a great
time, especially if you have a good
poker face.
2.
Get a shirt. Because the
coolest, most pimpinʼ people on
campus are the ones with the “intramural champions” t-shirt.
3.
Be nice to the refs. Itʼs
a hard job, and if you have ever
had people yelling at you and con-

stantly questioning your judgment
you know that. You donʼt have to
be a saint – go ahead, joke around
and give them a hard time, but start
dropping f-bombs and chucking
balls and not only will they track
you down in that dark parking lot
later on, youʼll ruin a good time for
everyone.
4.
Build a (friendly) rivalry.
Get to know the other teams and
players and not only will you get
the insider scoop on their game
plan, youʼll make a whole lot of
awesome new friends.
5.
Have fun! Because this
is the most important part and the
whole reason to play intramurals in
the first place. Now, I know that if
youʼre playing a sport you are probably pretty competitive, I know
– Iʼm definitely more competitive
than most and it always feels dang
good to win. But you can try to be
competitive and still joke around
and have a good time. So if the
ref blows a call or you miss a shot
or your teammate fumbles, shake it
off. There are tons more chances in
intramurals to get it right.
So get some friends together,
come to the ICI center, and join us
over at intramural sports!
~Selene Richardson

The Avion asks: “If you could change one thing at Embry-Riddle, what would it be?”

—Compiled by Azdren Coma

Izdihar Imran
Freshman
Aerospace Engineering

Kashif Ali
Sophmore
Aerospace Engineering

Vinvent Sabatini
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

Marquitta Winston
Junior
Engineering Physics

Kelly Santoff
Freshman
Meteorology

Benjamin Laremont
Junior
Aerospace Engineering

“I would make the school at
least 30% girls.”

“Longer library hours, the
library should be open all
night.”

“I would work to make
academic scholarships ...
more important than Athletic
Scholarships. We donʼt even
have a football team!”

“Lower the admission rate
since there are way too
many incoming freshman”

“24 hour study center where
it will be quiet all the time.”

“Eliminate the RiddleRun-Around and pave the
SAND Parking Lots!”
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Airbus A380 launches amidst delays, corporate shuffling

After long
delays, the
A380 takes its
inaugural flight
Luca Cernuschi

Guest Reporter
Amidst widespread criticism aimed
at delays in the Airbus A380 program,
the $316-million jetliner took off with
a full passenger body for the first time
last Monday.
For the test, 474 of more than
15,000 eligible employees were chosen via an internal lottery. They, along
with 25 technicians were asked to test
air-conditioning, in-flight entertainment, seating and cooking systems.
The flight, the first of four scheduled for this week, saw the world’s
largest commercial airliner in a
seven-hour round trip from Toulouse,
France, raising the aircraft’s flight
time to over 1,900 hours.
This news came as a refreshing
breeze to Airbus stockholders, who
have seen radical changes in the company’s managerial structure in light
of costly production bottlenecks apt

to delay delivery of the plane for at
least another six months, despite the
company affirming that it is indeed
on schedule and that the carrier will
be sent to its first client, Singapore
Airlines, within the year.
Meanwhile, European Aeronautic
Defence and Space (EADS), the parent company of Airbus, stockholders
watched their shares drop by 0.9
percent in value Monday after Mario
Heinen replaced Charles Champion
as Chief Operating Officer of the
A380 program.
This
announcement
was coupled with that of
BAE Systems PLC allegedly considering selling
its 20 percent stake of the
Toulouse-based
company,
despite an independent
commission valuing
this possession at an
unexpectedly low
$3.52 billion.
A further reshuffling of the managerial board
involved the resignation of Airbus
Chairman Gustav Humbert and CEO
of EADS Noel Forgeard, the former
having been replaced by Christian
Streiff.
In an attempt to maintain the program on track, the new chairman has
temporarily halted all employment
procedures and will present a report
to shareholders explaining the delays

by the end of the month.
An additional complication that
Airbus might be facing in the near
future is a possible safety measure
the International Civil Aviation
Organization may impose on the A380
which would drastically decrease its
efficiency. Due to its uncommon size,
the Airbus liner is believed to create
a significant amount of turbulence
which presents a potential danger to
nearby airplanes.
The ICAO has therefore
considered increasing the
size of the zone around an
A380 within which other
liners could safely fly,
a measure which would
undoubtedly congest airport
traffic behind the
liner. Airbus has,
however, reported
that the turbulence
created by their
aircraft is no more
relevant than that of
a 747.
The EADS child company has
focused significantly on sizeable carriers to meet future airline
transportation needs and hopefully
decongest airports and as such is well
behind Boeing in medium-sized
jets, a field in which its American
competitor has recently consolidated its leading position with the
new 787 Dreamliner.

PHOTO COURTESY EADS

NTSB wants ice detectors for jets with turbofan engines
Three
incidents
spark need for
detectors
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor

PHOTO COURTEST US CENTENNIAL OF FLIGHT COMMISSION

THE BEECHJET 400. THREE Beechjet 400s have been forced to
land in the last two years due to ice buildup in their engines.

Aviation International News
online reported last week about
a National Transportation Safety
Board recommendation regarding
ice detectors in turbofan engines.
The recommendation, issued
Aug. 25, would require the FAA to
pursue technology that would allow

ice formation to be detected within
turbofan engines, and then require
such devices to be installed on all
new and existing turbofan engines.
This would give pilots warning of engine conditions in icing
weather and allow them to avoid
accidents.
Three incidents involving ice
have caused Beechjet 400 aircraft to
emergency land have been recorded
in the past two years. Icing within
the engines has caused dual-engine
flameouts at high altitudes after a
reduction in power. The failures
occurred on June 14 of this year
in Virginia., and on Nov. 28, 2005,
and July 12, 2004, over Florida.
All of the incidents involved
double-flameouts of the Pratt &
Whitney Canada JT15D-5 engines
in flight, and on only two of the
flights were the pilots able to

Advertisement

restart an engine. The third flight
made an unpowered landing. No
injuries were reported in any of the
accidents.
Pratt & Whitney Canada conducted a study about the JT15D-5
turbofan engine. The conclusion
was that if the anti-ice system is
disengaged, ice buildup in the front
inner compressor stator may cause
a compressor surge and flameout.
Along with an FAA study about
convective storm currents noting
that large amounts of ice crystals
into the upper atmosphere near
cruising altitudes for commercial
jets, the NTSB submitted its recommendation about procedural changes and technological adjustments to
attempt to correct the situation.
Raytheon Aircraft recently issued
a safety communiqué that broadened the conditions when anti-ice

should be used on its aircraft.
Among the adjustments was the
elimination of the 90 percent N1
speed rule for activation and new
rules for ram air temperatures.

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

THE FJX-2 TURBOHFAN ENGINE. Engines such as these
can be clogged with ice, causing
loss in power and failure.
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Charter jet sales find boost in increased security
Mike McGraw

Staff Reporter
The aftermath of the recently foiled
terror plot sent London area airports
into disarray as strict security measures were introduced. Fluids and
gels were banned, flights cancelled,
threat levels were raised and passengers were stranded. For days no
carry-on luggage was allowed past
security. In the United States, similar security measures were put into
effect, but security lines grew longer
even as carryon bags were limited.
These are just the latest hassles
and security measures in a long line
of changes since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Although travelers have
generally become accustomed to
taking off their shoes and turning on
electronic equipment at the security
checkpoint, the most recent measures
have pushed some travelers, particularly those on business, to look elsewhere for their transportation needs.
In the days following the thwarted
plot, which called for up to 10 aircraft
to be destroyed while in flight over
the Atlantic, requests for quotes at
charter brokers and charter operators

increased. The increase signifies the
mounting disenchantment with the
current security system as business
travelers seek to ease their travel
woes.
Million Air, a charter operator,
has said that requests for charter
quotes have increased to a level
near Holiday levels since the Aug.
10 announcement of the plot. The
increase represents a level nearly 61
percent over regular season travel,
and is equally split between domestic
and international services. Florida
based JetNetwork noted a similar
upsurge in calls and requests for
flights. According to JetNetwork, it
is not just limited to the solitary businessman either, but to small groups
of travelers seeking charters as well,
looking to accommodate up to 25
passengers in some cases.
Today’s business travelers are
wary of the prospect that the current
restrictions could last into the future.
They typically limit their luggage to
carry-on size for quick travel and
movement in and out of airports, but
the increased security and prohibition of certain items prevents them
from traveling solely with carry-on
baggage. Unfortunately, that is the

world facing business travelers today,
and one that they must tolerate or one
that they must avoid via another form
of travel. The thought of having to
travel without certain items, or the
threat of being forced to part with
“essentials,” such as Blackberries,
laptops, or even the lowly tube of
toothpaste or bottle of mouthwash,
could send more business travelers
into the realm of the private jet.
The private jet is typically the ideal
travel method for nearly any business
traveler. It is an experience that doesn’t
involve long check-in lines, sensitive
metal detectors, missed connections,
or middle seats. It is a customer service oriented experience, where the
aircraft leaves when requested, the
largest structure encountered is the
Fixed Base Operator, and the distance
between the car and the airplane may
only be a couple hundred feet, much
of which may include a red carpet to
and from the aircraft. While charters
come at a premium, normally a bit
more than the cost of a first class
ticket per person, the real outcome
is usually a low hassle experience
and saved time, leading to increased
productivity for the business traveler.
Chartered jets are able to land at more

PHOTO COURTESY NASA

airports, delivering passengers closer
to their final destination. The flexibility offered by private jets may come
to outweigh the relatively low costs
of airline travel if the latest round of
security changes remains in place.
John Winthrop, CEO of California
based The Air Group, expects this
latest move towards private jets to

have a more permanent effect than
Sept. 11. Back then, he contends, a
four month reaction period after the
attacks was what increased business
jet use before companies decided
the expense was too great. Instead,
he sees this latest plot as creating a
lasting impression on people, since
he believes people are generally

more rattled by what could have happened.
Include the uncertainty surrounding the permanence of the latest
security measures, greater need for
convenience and productivity, and
the benefits of chartering an aircraft
over flying on the airlines may just
outweigh the costs, at least for now.

Central Europe LCCs expand rapidly with EU additions
Mike McGraw

Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY USDA

THE EUROPEAN UNION. The darker countries are the current members, while most of Europe is somewhere in the application process.

Central European low-cost carriers are expanding. The addition
of 10 countries to the European
Union has increased the number
of markets available under the EU
common aviation market, allowing
for easier expansion by any carrier
within the Union, and easier travel
for passengers within the region.
Sky Europe and Wizz Air, both
based in central Europe, are taking
advantage of the new regulations
under which they operate and
growing into previously underserved markets in both Central
Europe and
Eastern
Europe.
However,
We s t e r n
European
b a s e d

carriers are also moving in, with
Germanwings and Ryanair each
taking a strong interest in the
region.
Capacity in key markets has
skyrocketed. Bratislava, Slovakia,
the main base for Sky Europe, has
seen an increase in seat capacity of
424 percent in three years. Over
the same period, Warsaw capacity
is up 75 percent, Budapest is up 72
percent, Prague is up 62 percent,
and Vienna is up 35 percent.
Even more astounding is the
increase in capacity at markets that
previously had little air service in
the past, some of which have seen
the capacity increase at a rate
higher than some of the major
markets.
D e s p i t e
that
growth,
however,
profitability
at some of the
major central

Advertisement

European carriers is still a ways
off. Sky Europe, which has a relatively low load factor of 68 percent
and low daily aircraft utilization
of 8.08 hours, posted an operating
loss of 34 million Euros for the
first six months of 2006.
Sky Europe,
which
began
operations
in
2001 with one
Embraer
120
turboprop, currently operates
a fleet of 16
Boeing 737 aircraft. The airline’s current fleet
of seven 737-500 aircraft will all
be replaced by seven new 737700, which should give the airline
a boost in productivity.
Some analysts, however, expect
that Sky Europe would be better
off merging with another LCC
already active in the region, which
has become a common practice

in the European low-fare market.
Ryanair and Easyjet both grew as
a result of their takeovers of Buzz
and Go, respectively, and German
based Air Berlin announced the
acquisition of rival DBA last
month.
Wizz Air, on
the
other
hand,
is
expected to
post its first
profit for the
fiscal 2006
year.
The
carrier began
operations in May 2004, 19
days after Poland and Hungary
joined the EU, and operates a
fleet of nine 180-seat Airbus
A320s, with a plan to operate 53
of the type by 2012. Currently,
Wizz Air is making a strong push
into the Polish market, and has
also started services farther east
in Europe.
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ISS construction resumes as Atlantis launches
Phil Larson

Sports Editor

BEN COOPER/SPACEFLIGHTNOW.COM

Shouldering several failed launch
attempts, the space shuttle Atlantis
had a fifth and final attempt to return
to space before the launch window
closed on Saturday to begin the final
phase of construction to the international space station.
It did just that.
Atlantis blasted into orbit at
11:15 a.m. after nearly two weeks of
delays. The first delay was thanks to
Tropical Storm Ernesto. The vehicle
was to be rolled back from the pad,
but changes in the strength of the
storm led controllers to stop the roll
back process and return the vehicle
to the pad for launch.
Once back to the pad, Atlantis had
been cleared to launch when a faulty
fuel cell registered inadequate voltage when it was powered up. The
other two fuel cells on the shuttle
compensated, but flight managers
wanted to delay in order to thoroughly check out the system.

Shuttles need only one good fuel
cell to operate, but the faulty fuel cell
eventually resolved itself.
Next came a fuel sensor glitch. Fuel
sensors, or “launch prevention devices” as NASA Administrator Michael
Griffin called them, are needed so the
space shuttle main engines cut off at
the right moment. After tanking and
detanking the external tank for two
days, the sensor registered nominally
and set the stage for the last minute
attempt on Saturday.
A picture perfect day awaited
the crew as they boarded the
vehicle several hours in advance.
Among the crew is astronaut
Daniel Burbank, a 1990 graduate
of Embry-Riddle, who is making
his second flight and first spacewalk that will help attach the solar
array to the station.
The 11 day mission is loaded with
activities. After the in-flight inspection of the vehicle-a routine put into
affect after the Columbia disasterAtlantis and its crew will dock with
the station to perform three spacewalks for construction purposes.

BEN COOPER/SPACEFLIGHTNOW.COM
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A PHOTO COLLAGE OF the 27th flight of Atlantis and the first in four
years. Photos taken from the roof of the Vehicle Assembly Building,
the KSC press site and by remote cameras around the pad.

Lockheed to build CEV MRO aerobrakes into orbit
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
NASA announced last Thursday
that they had awarded the contract
to build the Orion Crew Exploration
Vehicle to Lockheed Martin Corp.
The company will now be in
charge of the design, development,
design, testing, and evaluation
(DDT&E) of the Orion, a process
which is expected to be worth $3.9
billion and lasting until Sept. 7,
2013. The expected date of first
manned flight is 2014.
Northrop Grumman/Boeing was
the other contender for the contract, competing since June 2005
to refine the operations concepts,
analyze requirements and preliminary designs, and complete other
starting work on the program.
Lockheed Martin will now be in
charge of completing the DDT&E,
overseeing the manufacturing and

assembly, and will continue to
provide technical support during
the program.
Orion is intended to be America’s
next generation of manned exploration in space. The craft will be
able to carry six people to the
International Space Station or four
people to the moon for a weeklong
stay. The return to the moon is to
occur before 2020 according to
President Bush’s space exploration plan, and may occur as soon
as 2018. After that, moon missions
may occur as often as twice a year.
Orion will also be used for later
support missions to Mars.
The spacecraft’s appearance is
more similar to the Apollo capsule
used to land on the moon in the last
century than the space shuttle; the
conical shape has proven itself as
the most reliable and safest shape
for atmospheric reentry. The whole
assembly will weigh 25 tons and
will include the most advanced

computers, life support, propulsion, and safety systems available.
NASA Chief Michael Griffin has
called the spacecaft “Apollo on
steroids.”
Robert Dickman, executive
director of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
told ABC news that it was NASA
needs to successfully complete
the project to keep its position in
the international space industry.
“NASA’s got to get it done,” he
said. “They have to get this vehicle
on contract, and the contractors
have to deliver on time and on budget” Dickman said.
Jeffrey Hoffman, an aeronautics
and astronautics professor at MIT,
was quoted by ABC as saying that
if America stops exploring space, it
wouldn’t stop other nations from
doing so. He added that he would
be curious to see the reaction of
Americans if the next person to
stand on the moon were Chinese.

Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter

NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter, or MRO, made a crucial move last week by firing its
Trajectory Correction Maneuver
(TCM) rockets to bring it closer
to the ideal orbit desired by scientists to begin its sensor survey
of the Martian surface. Since
March, the MRO has been aerobraking, a procedure by which
the craft actually “dips” into the
atmosphere to slow its velocity and
place it in its mathematically

ideal orbit. This aerobraking is
exceptionally fuel efficient, but
what it saves in propellant, it
gives back to ground controllers
in emotional stress; scientists liken
the procedure to skipping a stone
across water in a very controlled
fashion, making it imperative that
they did not dip too deeply or too
lightly into the atmosphere.
The $750 million dollars probe
promises to return invaluable information in the form of radar images
from its onboard Shallow Subsurface
Radar and Compact Reconnaissance
Imaging Spectrometers for Mars.
The journey for the probe has

been mostly uneventful, with the
aerobraking being the most dangerous aspect. A technical glitch
with a radio frequency switch that
flips between two sets of antennas
is puzzling experts, but the concern
is minimal as the probe can still
more than adequately broadcast
its findings back to Earth.
MRO will be able to begin making scientific observations of the
Martian surface in November. Data
will be used in part to see if life ever
existed on Mars, as well as map out
the climate and geology, possibly
even in conjunction with a plan to
someday colonize the Red Planet.

Supernova recorded on tape
Bob Scheid

Chief Copy Editor
Ground and space-based observatories apparently viewed a star in the
act of going supernova, NASA said
last week.
Scientists said that the Swift
ultraviolet/optical camera captured
evidence of what was thought to be
a gamma-ray burst on Feb. 18 of this
year, though about 25 times closer and
lasting more than 100 times as long as
a normal burst. Since then, analyses
of several spectra of light emitted
from the event have revealed that it
was, in fact, a supernova that was
recorded by the various cameras.
The event, now officially called SN
2006aj, is special because of a number
of factors. One of the most apparent
at this point in time is the amount of

observation that was given to the area
before and after the event, partially
by luck. Alicia Soderberg, a graduate
student at Caltech who was leading
a research group, captured the X-ray
flash characteristic of supernovae, and
the fading X-rays were also recorded
by other observatories around the
world. Within minutes of the X-rays
being emitted from the core of the
star, the final explosion started taking place. Beginning immediately
after the blast, cameras were aimed
at the area and saw some “star stuff”
being thrown off into space.
As a result, scientists now have
a before and after comparison of
the magnetic and electromagnetic
conditions of the area in which the
star exploded, 440 million light
years away. Neil Gehrels, the principle investigator for Swift, said
that the details have never been so

clearly recorded for such an event.
“Normally, supernovae are discovered in optical wavelengths after
the debris begins to clear and optical light breaks through, often days
later,” Gehrels said from Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Md. The extra data may let scientists
understand exactly what triggers
supernovae.
So far, spectral analysis has shown
the explosion to be of a previously
unknown classification of supernovae. X-ray flashes tend to occur
when a star goes supernova and leave
behind a neutron star, and gamma-ray
bursts are usually the harbingers of a
black hole forming, but SN 2006aj
may merit the designation of “Type
Ic/d” and may be the type of explosion that creates magnetars, a rapidly
spinning neutron star that emits an
immensely powerful magnetic field.

Pinwheels of stars discovered
Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter
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A GRAPHIC SHOWING ORION, the new name of NASA’s future Crew Exploration Vehicle, as it
approaches the International Space Station for docking. Once the space shuttle fleet is retired by the end of
2010, the new Lockheed-Martin build spacecraft will ferry crews to the orbiting outpost and then the moon.

The Hubble Space Telescope
discovered a strange and interesting
new phenomenon, but it wasn’t until
recently that the Keck Observatory
in Mauna Kea in Hawaii confirmed
it: several of the stars in the Milky
Way near the end of their lifecycles
are creating interstellar dust, and this
dust spews out behind them in their
orbit, forming huge
“pinwheel”
patterns. These ancient and massive

stars are actually binaries, meaning
they are two stars that are close
enough to orbit each other.
It wasn’t until the superior resolution of the Keck Observatory was
able to penetrate this thick cloud of
dust that scientists could account for
this phenomenon: these suns, which
can range from 10 to 20 times the
size of the sun, are exhausting
their energy and interacting with
each other to create this amazingly
artificial-looking effect.
To give an idea of size, the
“tails” of these pinwheels are over

300 times the radius of Earth’s
orbit around the sun.
Five of these formations are located in fairly close proximity to each
other in the Sagittarius constellation,
approximately 25,000 light years
from Earth. They have been dubbed
“cocoon stars” in the “Quintuplet
Cluster” by scientists.
With this new understanding,
astrophysicists and researchers are
now better able to describe exactly
what occurs in the lifecycle of
stars, especially when it comes to
the supernova explosion stage.

‘The Covenant’ is a dark and dismal movie

PHOTO COURTESY THE COVENANT

friends, descended from the bloodlines of four that of Tom Cruise in his younger days, minus
families that originally settled a small town in the ego.
Massachusetts. These “Sons of Ipswich” are
The conflict arises when a new transfer
gifted with the amazing ability to do pretty student, Chase Collins (played by Sebastian
much
anything
Stan), turns out to be the
they want through
long-lost descendant of a
their supernatural
fifth Ipswich spell-flinging
powers; the only
family that was supposedly
catch is that they
destroyed in the 1700s, and
pay for this usage
wants to steal the otherʼs
later on in life, with
powers for his own. The
a shortened lifesculmination of this is in
pan and a case of
the last few minutes of the
horribly advanced
film with Chase and Caleb
aging.
exchanging psychic balls
-JOSEPH POZNANSKI
All of the charof energy at each other,
acters in the story
pegging each other more
are rich, drive
often than not, like a game
expensive new cars, and attend an uber- of telekinetic dodgeball. It was actually more
upper class prep school or university. Riddle comical than serious, and it seemed as if the
stereotypes aside, not many of us can relate Sci-Fi Channel had some part in the special
to living in such a fantasy, where the girls effects, as they were less than believable.
all have a propensity for remaining in their
Unfortunately, all of the best parts of the
sexy lingerie in their dormrooms and prowl movie are shown in the television trailer, with
the halls to their communal bathrooms in nothing really outstanding beyond that occuronly a towel. This film is an eclectic mix ring in the film. There is nothing particularly
of the Salem witch trials, Cruel Intentions, original or innovative, and the plot seems to
Hummers and Ford Mustangs, and even a lose momentum about two-thirds of the way
little Underworld, somehow, with a hard- through; the nefarious “darklings” are never
rocking acid soundtrack making an appear- explained, and the film just ends without
ance here and there.
the satisfaction of anything actually being
The cast is mostly new talent, as they are “over.”
relatively unknown. Stephen Strait, who
The movie even makes a crack at Harry
plays Caleb Danvers (the unspoken “leader” Potter, but then doesnʼt even remotely offer
of the “Sons of Ipswich”), does an adequate anything to compare. Summed up, this movie
job in his portrayal, with a delivery similar to is headed for Hollywood obscurity.

“

The Covenant

Joseph Poznanski
Staff Reporter
In all honesty, the first thing that piqued
this reviewerʼs interest in this movie was the
choice of the band Stabbing Westward for the
television trailer music; any movie to pick
such “underground” music had to be good,
in the gritty way independent films usually
are. Sadly, the soundtrack was the best part of
this movie; everything else seemed decidedly
B-class, even the much acclaimed CG special
effects.
The story revolves around a group of four

...all the best parts
of the movie are
shown in the
television trailer...

”

SpiralFrog provides free music
Thomas Kiley
Comics Editor
With the number of illegal music-downloading cases in America mounting, a new
company is promising an alternative to
pirated music that is both free and legal.
SpiralFrog is calling itself the “Digital
Entertainment Destination,” and offers free,
legal music downloads that are advertising-supported. Users simply watch a short
advertisement in order to “purchase” the
music download. The service is expected to
debut later this year.
In a recent press release from SpiralFrog,
CEO Robin Kent noted, “[Our] research
revealed that consumers are more willing
to ʻpayʼ for their content by watching nonintrusive, contextually relevant, targeted
advertising in an online entertainment environment where advertising is already part of
the overall experience.”
The service appears to be gaining a surprising amount of support from the music
industry including several major record

Editor’s Top Picks

labels. Those already onboard include UK
label giant EMI Music Publishing, as well
as Universal Media Group (UMG), the largest music publisher in the world.
Though more deals are expected in the
near future, the two existing deals ensure
an impressive catalog of music available
at launch including artists like U2, The
Gorillaz, The Rolling Stones, Tanya Tucker,
Diana Ross and Coldplay.
SpiralFrogʼs initial catalog could become
even larger with related news earlier this
month that Vivendi, UMGʼs parent company, reportedly offered $1.63 billion to
purchase Sony BMG.
The possible deal has been criticized
by smaller, independent labels. Impala, an
organization that represents nearly 2,500
independent labels, said it would appeal to
the European Union to block the purchase.
According to industry analysts, UMG current holds 12 percent of the music publishing market. With the purchase, however, that
share would rocket to well over 20 percent.
SpiralFrog indicated its media files will
contain digital rights management soft-

ware in order to curb piracy of the files. In
addition, users will need to “renew” their
purchases every 30 days by watching the
advertisement once again.
The program that delivers the media
files is expected to be an all-in-one stop for
music-related news and features. Included
will be news, interviews, lyrics, industryrelated blogs and of course, commercial
advertisements.
Will the new service revolutionize the
way Americans get their music? Will it curb
or even stop piracy? Only time will tell.
One thing is certain, however. The record
labels, desperate to recoup losses stemming
from piracy, have been backed into a corner
and are now ready to try something completely different. While the move appears
to be a “win-win” situation for everyone
involved, the true judge will ultimately be
the consumer.
The service will be available in both the
U.S. and Canadaby the end of the year.
Portions of this article were adapted from
a SpiralFrog press release dated Aug. 29,
2006.

The Last Kiss Soundtrack
Various Artists

Come To Me
Diddy feat. Nicole Scherzinger

Revelations
Audioslave

B’Day
Beyonce

Favorite Girl - Single
Marques Houston

Good Monster
Jars of Clay

Falling Away
Crossfade

Eyes Open
Snow Patrol

Upcoming concerts in Orlando
When???
Sept. 13

Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 17
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Sept. 26
Sept. 27

Who???

Better Than Ezra
Shakira
Hootie & The Blowfish
Flogging Molly
Pat Green
The Raconteurs
Rusted Root
Gin Blossoms
Staind
Bullet For My
Valentine

Where???

House of Blues, Orlando
TD Waterhouse, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
Hard Rock Live, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando
Hard Rock Live, Orlando
House of Blues, Orlando

How Much???
$20.00
$18.50
$27.50
$17.50
$20.00
$26.50
$20.00
$19.50
$37.50
$12.50
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The Riddle of Life
By Jonathan Mettin
Pop Rocks & Soda ...
Yes, your tour guide was full of crap.

By Wes Oleszewski

SODOKU

SIMPLE

INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE

DIFFICULT

Movies: The Best (& Worst) of the 90’s
Across
2. A career Marine finds himself
the commanding officer of a local
school’s JROTC
4. Foster child with a red bowtie
6. Frozen caveman discovered in
California
8. The life of upper middle-class
Beverly Hills teen Cher Horowitz
10. A little boy gets left behind
during the holiday season
12. Billy and Jimmy Lee battle

Satori for the other half of the magical
medallion
13. Catching some waves, and
some kung fu
15. He battles the Russian, Ivan
Drago
17. Inspired by the popular Capcom
video game
18. Dexter and Ed working this
summer
20. Peter Gibbons
22. He now faces the Penguin, after
defeating the Joker
24. Killed on “Devil’s Night,” he
comes back for revenge

25. The not-so-unsinkable ship
26. Street kid and orca become
friends
27. Rubber-faced gumshoe who
tracks down lost pets
28. Captain Smolet, Benjamina
Gun, Gonzo
29. “Tommy likie ... ”
32. Scott Smalls learns how to play
baseball
34. Talking clock and candelabra
36. Stanely Ipkiss
37. A free-spirited young daughter
of a Native American chief
38. Tommy, Chuckie, Dil, Grandpa

40. An animated parody of the
Greek myths
42. The other Chris Farley and
David Spade movie
45. The grasshoppers come and eat
all that the ants have gathered
47. Gordon Bombay, hotshot lawyer sentenced to community service
48. Peter Pan, all grown up
49. Four high school friends attempt
to lose their virginity
50. They are 10 cm high and they
take things
53. Eccentric toymaker’s last wish
for his brother to run the business

55. Billy Tepper and his friends
fight back against their hostage takers
57. Bumps into an old boom box
and a 5,000 year-old rappin’ genie
59. Doughboy and Ricky Baker
60. A road trip to find Miss
Samsonite
61. Craig and Smokey spend
the day in their south central
neighborhood
62. The brother plumbers
63. Jerry is sent to a “fat farm” for
the summer
Down
1. Detective John Kimble is out of
his element
3. Board game that comes to life
5. A crazy guy is absolutly terrified
of diseases and germs, but is cured
after five minutes
7. She falls in love with her new
housesitter who models himself after
Buster Keaton
9. Reluctant hero/taxi-driver wins a
trip to Floston Paradise
11. Macaulay Culkin plays a kid
who learns to conquer his fears
14. Spacely sprockets
16. She disguises herself as a man
to fight for China
19. “Welcome to the real world”

21. A MIT graduate satallite repair
man discovers a hidden signal from
the aliens
23. Live-action Hanna-Barberra
cartoon, a modern stone-age family
30. One year after Sidney’s mom’s
death, more killings start to occur
31. He doesn’t have fingers, per se
33. Agents Jay and Kay
35. His uncle has a nasty scar
39. Their derby car gets stolen and
they still manage to win the race
41. Mike Myers and Dana Carvey
... “Party on”
42. Three friends create a new,
legendary driveway game
43. Life is like a box of chocolates
44. A Paleontologist, palebotanist, mathematician, and two eager
grandchildren find themselves in
some trouble
46. Fighters compete to save the
fate of this world
51. Sonny Koufax, reluctant
caregiver
52. Son of the wealthiest man in
the world
54. Swackhammer, owner of Moron
Mountain
56. A cowboy becomes jealous after
losing his popularity
58. A street-urchin survives in a city
called Agrabah

Submit your completed crossword to our office in SC 110. All
correct entries will be entered to win a $20

Last Week’s Solutions
80’s Movie Favorites
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HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

HOUSING /
ROOMMATES

Room for rent in nice Home
10-15 minutes from Embry-Riddle.
Serious student/working professional preferred. Furnished room with
full closet/full bathroom, Internet
hookup and ceiling fans. Includes
phone access, swimming pool and
tennis courts. All house privileges.
$475 a month. Everything included.
(386) 760-0819

Room for Rent
2br, 1 bath house close to ERAU,
room can be furnished or not, cable,
net, ceiling fan, hot tub, private
secure parking, 10 mins. to ERAU.
450.00 total cost per month,
call Dan 386-316-6155.

Oceanfront Efficiency
Oceanfront efficiency in Daytona
Beach Shores. Fully furnished efficiency condo with pool and private
ground floor entrance (not a condotel) $700 per mo. 704-905-0910.

Port Orange House for Rent
AVAILABLE NOW !! $1500.00
per month, Four Bedrooms, Three
Baths, Quiet Neighborhood! Large
Kitchen, Two Master bedrooms,
hugh back yard, large covered patio,
two car garage. Located in Port
Orange off Spruce Creek Road near
Taylor Road. Close proximity to
ERAU, Dunlawton, Nova, the river
and the Beach. $1500.00 per month.
Call 386.441.9889.

Townhome for Sale
2 bedroom, 2.5 bath townhome in
Edgewater riverfront community.
Over 1400 sq ft for only $144,900.
Community pool, clubhouse, dock
and boat ramp available with voluntary membership in HOA. For more
information, contact Dawn Ellis at
(386)689-0053 Gaff’s Realty.

Beachside Bed & Breakfast
One block from beach,3 miles from
school. Six master bed and bath
for rent. Completely new in and
out. Plenty of parking, nice area.
$2500 per month. Contact Clay
(386) 871-7069).

Looking for Housing
I am a focused student, clean and
organized, need room fast! I am
22 years old, outgoing and extremely laid back. Call Ross @
(954) 553-0589.

House to Share
Looking for a responsible, nonsmoking, female to share my home.
Have your own room, bathroom,
walk-in closet. Share kitchen, laundry room and other common areas.
House located 10-15 minutes from
campus, on a lake behind Spruce
Creek Fly-In. Asking $480.00 /
month and 1/2 utilities. For appointment call: 386-453-4373.

Oceanfront Studio Condo
Daytona Beach. Spectacular surf/
sand views from brand new corner
unit, 11th floor studio. Generous
private balcony. Professionally
furnished. King pillow-top bed. Includes utilities and wireless internet. Fitness room, sauna, 4 pools,
tiki bar, miniature golf, and more
amenities of resort living. Across
the street from grocery, dining,
Starbucks, etc. Two mile walk/bike
down the beach to cineplex. Covered parking. Suitable for two.
$1800. Call Laura 760-518-9309 or
e-mail charliestwin@yahoo.com.

2 Bedroom Cottage
Near river and downtown Daytona.
2.5 Miles from campus. Upstairs in
separate building behind a beautiful
Victorian. New paint, carpet. Wraparound veranda. Private laundry and
storage. 1 person, please. $600.00/
Mo. First and last. (386) 682-1579..

Need Room Starting August
I need a room with private bathroom on a monthly basis starting
in August. I am a graduate student
and have a part time job. Please call
me at 386-383-0011 or e-mail me at
balasubk@erau.edu.

Beachside House for Rent
Steps to the beach. 2 car garage,
family room, split plan. 4 bedrooms
/ 2 bathrooms, newly remodeled.
Washer & dryer. Lawn included.
Plenty of parking. $1450 a month.
First & security needed upon
move-in. Call Mrs. Stewart at
(407) 538-0283.

Cottage by the Sea
Daytona cottage by the sea, 1
bedroom, tile floors, cold a/c, just
remodeled, new appliances, taking
applications for immediate occupancy, no pets, $595/mo, first and
last month deposit. (386) 689-6605
or (386) 427-0274.

River-View Housing
Daytona 2nd floor view of river,
wall-to-wall carpet, central a/c
& heat, off-street parking, 2 bedrooms, large enclosed
porch,
taking applications for immediate
occupancy, $675/mo, first and last
month deposit. (386) 689-6605 or
(386) 427-0274.

Townhouse for Sale/Rent
Ten minutes north of college.
Two bedroom, 2 bath, fireplace,
and pool. Reasonable offers accepted or rent for $800/month.
(239) 728-4572.

Furnished Room for Rent
Furnished bedroom with king
size bed located in an ERAU
neighborhood at Townhouse North.
Located on the corner of Clyde
Morris and Big Tree Rd. Very
clean and comfortable. Beautiful
backyard and den. Six minutes from
ERAU. For more info contact Mrs.
Short at 767-2300.

South Daytona Condo for Rent
2 Bedroom 1.5 Bath totally renovated condo for rent washer and
dryer in unit. $950 per month. for
information call Anthony 386-5662811 or BJ 386-589-8199.

Roommate Wanted
A very serious quiet student wanted
to rent a 2bd 2ba WATERFRONT
condo. This place is for the serious
student needing a peaceful place to
conduct his/her studies. I’m looking
for someone very responsible who
is very clean, quiet, (neighbors will
complain) and who will pay rent on
time. This condo is very clean and
very up kept. I expect you to keep it
that way, and in return I am providing you a spotless, quiet, excellent
study area to live. I may sound like a
jerk but I’m really not, just very meticulous and very easy to get along
with. $990.00 monthly. One yr. min.
404 822 1715.

South Daytona Townhouse
2 bed, 1.5 baths, 990 sq. foot, back
yard, laundromat, no smoking, no
pets. $825-875/mo first and deposit
$350. Includes cable, pest, trash,
HOA rules, 5 mi. to ERAU. Avail.
9/8/2006. Call (386) 290-9091 or
e-mail lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com

For Rent - Around the Corner
4 bedroom/3 bath house located
literally within walking distance
of campus in nice neighborhood.
Will rent by the room (Master suite
with own bathroom - $400/month
and other bedrooms $300/month).
Available Sept. 1st with easy rental
terms (4 month lease with automatic
month-to-month renewal). Utilities
split 4 ways...lawncare included.
Make your move...get settled!
Kenny Doucette 386-235-1910.

For Sale in South Daytona
List price $225,000. Motivated
seller! WOW! Two master bedrooms for a total of 3 bedrooms,
3 baths, 2054 sq. ft. living space
on cul de sac. See virtual tour at
RosemaryHallman.com or call
Rosemary Hallman,
REALTOR Watson Realty Corp.
(386) 679-5844.

Share home close to ERAU
2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, sun room
(could be used as a third bedroom),
stone fireplace, 2 car garage, washer
& dryer, basic cable, community
pool and club house; walking distance to shopping center; 5 min.
drive to ERAU. $1,200/month plus
electricity; no pets, no smoking; 12
months lease, 1 month deposit and
references required; Call Kay @
(386) 290-2221

Triplex for Rent
Port Orange, Modern 2br 1ba, Triplex, with large Florida room, CHA,
washer/dryer hookups, ceiling fans,
large fenced yard, quiet area. Rent
= $720.00, Security = $450.00. Call
(386) 547-6700. ask for Ian Ramsbottom. 702 Ernest Drive, Port
Orange, FL 32127. ian@cfl.rr.com

Beachside Furnished Condo
Beautifully furnished condo for
$975 a month and includes water.
Condo also has pool just steps outside your door. Will allow a cat with
a deposit. Call All Florida Realty
Services, Inc. at 386-760-6000 for
showings.

Looking for Housing to Share
Student Seeking Housing Clean
and organized student non-smoker,
seeking room for 06/07 school year.
Prefer to live with other students
and within close proximity of
ERAU. My name is Alex (708) 3696933 or omilade@aol.com

South Daytona Condos
Condo 2bd.1.5 bath, w/d, pool,
clubhouse, no smoking, no pets,
unfurnished/furnished 1050-1200 a
month+deposit, 3 miles from college and university, can be shared.
HOA rules, call (386) 290-9091 or
email lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com

Riverwood Condo
Welcome to Riverwood, located in
South Daytona condo 3 miles from
I-4 and I-95 intersections and only
10-15 minutes from Daytona Beach.
Apartment has 2 bedroom 1.5 bath
1050 sq.ft.New central A/C, dishwasher, microwave, stove, refrigerator, carpet, w/d, pool, fitness
center, lease 12 month. Unfurnished/
furnished, $1050-1200/HOA rules,
call (386) 290-9091 or e-mail to
Lcalimarea@cfl.rr.com.

Brand New Home for Rent
Ready and waiting for you! Just
5 minutes from ERAU campus.
Four bedroom split plan, 2 baths
and 1900 sq. ft. under air give
you plenty of room for family &
friends. Cable and phone outlets in
all bedrooms. Cul-de-sac location in
new devlopment. Centrally located
and close to colleges, beaches, and
golf courses. Lowest price rental
in the area for a brand new home
only $1,250 per month. Call Matt @
386-566-8618.

House for Rent
Charming 2 bedroom ranch-style
home with a fenced backyard and
1-car attached garage on beachside. $1,200 per month with a $500
security deposit. Call Kathleen at
(513) 931-4300.

Beachside House
Cute one bedroom, one bath house
located 2 blocks from beach, ten
minutes from campus on a quiet
street. Recently remodeled: eat-in
kitchen, central heat/air, vaulted
ceiling, pretty landscaping, new
appliances, off-street parking. One
year lease, no pets, security. $750/
mo includes water & pest control.
386/212-1578.

Townhouse for Rent
Lovely 1,200 sq. ft., 2 bedroom/2
bathroom townhouse with one-car
garage quaint Port Orange neighborhood with Clubhouse and Pool!!
The eat-in kitchen overlooks a combination living/dining room with
vaulted ceiling. The master bedroom boasts a large walk-in closet
with extra shelving. Warm tiles in
kitchen, baths, and entry; appliances
included! $1050.00 per month (with
First/Last Months’ Rent and Security Deposit). Immediately Available!! Contact Vincent or Angelique
for viewing appointment/details at
386-846-9209 or 386-871-7101.

Riverfront Condo
Awesome view! 2 bedroom, 2 bath
condo located on Halifax river
(beachside!) just south of Seabreeze
bridge. First floor, newly remodeled, tile floor, central heat/air, galley kitchen, dishwasher, laundry on
premises, large private patio w/ incredible view, BBQ area, 2 hot tubs,
minutes to beach, 10 minute drive to
campus! $1,195 mo includes water.
One year lease, no pets, security.
386/212-1578.

Seeking Roomates/Housing
Clean and organized student seeking
room for 06/07 school year. Prefer to
live with other students and within
biking distance of ERAU. My name
is Alex and I can be reached at 858774-1730 or johanbd8@erau.edu

Roommate Wanted
3 Bedroom 2 Bath house looking
for a clean roomate starting in Nov.
$550 everything included! House
is about 11-15 minutes away from
campus. Robert 516 351-2891.

House to Share
2 roommates wanted for 2 bedroom
home. Share electric, washer/dryer
and backyard with separate unit.
Nice area at LPGA and river. $375.00
each room f.l.s. non smoking.
(305) 240-0246..

For Sale in South Daytona
Just reduced to $219,900. 3 Bedroom 3 Bath home with 2 Master
Bedrooms - one up and one down
- Gr. Room and Bonus Room 2054
sq.ft. living space. Military Move
- Must Sell - Call Rosemary Hallman, REALTOR, Watson Realty
Corp. (386) 679-5844 today!

Room for Rent in Nice Home
10-15 Minutes from Embry Riddle.
Serious student/working professional preferred. Furnished room
or unfurnished, with full closet/your
own full bathroom/internet hookup/
ceiling fans/phone access, swimming pool, tennis courts. All house
privileges. $475 a month, everything included. For more info call
(386) 760-0819 or leave message.

House to Share
Looking for a responsible, nonsmoking, female to share my home.
Have your own room, bathroom,
and walk-in closet. Share laundry room, kitchen and common
areas. Home located on a lake, in
a beautiful, quiet, neighborhood
behind Spruce Creek Fly-In. Asking $450.00 / month and half of
utilities. For an appointment please
call: (386) 453-4373.

Why Rent When You Can Buy?
Located in Southwinds Subdivision
just off Clyde Morris only 5 minutes
from ERAU. 3 bedroom 2 bath with
bonus room (could be small office
or spare bedroom), 2 car garage on
cul-de-sac has a lot to offer. New
roof, carpet, paint, appliances, etc.
Move in condition. We are right
behind the club house (features
large pool) great for parties! Asking
$225,000.00 and will sell furnished
for $227,500. Call (386)763-5620
or (386)690-1648.

Room for Rent
Port Orange, 5 minutes from Embry-Riddle, right off Clyde Morris
Blvd. Student preferred. Full house
priveledges. Pool. Owner is a Palmer student. Ready October 1st. Call
Dan @ 386-562-7662.

2/2 Condo on Beachside
Beautifully furnished 2/2 condo
w/ a pool. 216 Glenview, Daytona
Beach. North of Seabreeze Blvd
off Halifax. $1,175 monthly rent
includes water and cable. Contact
All Florida Realty Services, Inc at
386-760-6000 and ask for Rhonda
Belcher.

Port Orange Room for Rent
Room for rent in 3 bedroom furnished house in Port Orange. House
is about 3 miles from campus. Nice
lake view from bedroom. rent:
$340/month + 1/3 utilities. Call
386-366-1665 for more info!

House for Sale/Rent
3 Bedroom 1 Bath, privacy fence
surrounding backyard. Large Florida room. Tile throughout, except
in bedrooms. Carpet is a neutral
color 1 year old. Quiet street in S.
Daytona. 1 car garage (not a car
port). $1100 per month to rent. Call
for purchase price. Call David at
386.214.3204.

Room for Rent
Port Orange Home 3 Bedroom
2Bath house looking for a clean
roommate starting in Nov. $500
everything included Internet as
well! House is about 11-15 minutes
away from campus. Call Robert
(516) 351-2891.

Beachside Home/Apartment
One and two bedroom homes
available on the beachside, just
ten minutes to campus. New
tiles, large rooms, walk-in closet,
furnished/non-furnished, great location, nice neighborhood. Call Dawn
(386) 405-2540.

Roommate Needed
I have a 2 bedroom/2 bath apt at The
Groves in Port Orange. The apt is
furnished but not the bedroom. Second floor with lake view, screened
in balcony. Must be ERAU student.
$490 + half utilities. Call Jacob (417)
268-5059 lemmo419@erau.edu

Waterfront House w/ Pool
Five bedrooms, three baths for rent.
3300sqft on the Tomoka river with
huge screened in pool and boat lift.
All on one level. New in and out
with oversized garage. Contact Clay
(386-871-7069). $2500 per month.

Rooms for Rent
Rent a room in a large historical
riverfront home near ERAU. Fully
furnished, wireless internet, cable
tv, pool, w/d, ample parking, utilties included, non smokers. Foreign
students/faucty welcome. 386-8469386 or 386-252-6662.

Furniture for Sale
All items $25-$200 OBO! Beautiful
dining room table with 6 upholstered
chairs, sleeper sofa with matching
chair, coffee & end tables, dressers
and more. Call 386-682-1384.

Duplex for Rent
Daytona, one mile N. of Halifax
Hosp. Duplex: 3 Bedroom, one
Bath, Office or Study, Laundry
room With Washer and Dryer, New
Kitchen, Private Deck W/Hot tub,
Fenced yard, All Utilities included
w/Cable TV. $1300 per mo. Call
Ron At 235-2700.

Villaggio On The Lakes
1 bedroom, 1 bath, basic cable,
lakeview, pest control,a larm system
$795 FIRST PLACE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT (386)253-9632.

Villaggio 3 Bedroom
3 bedroom 2 bath, small pets ok,
water, basic cable, pest control
$1295 FIRST PLACE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT (386) 253-9632.

CARS/BIKES
1995 Mitsubishi Diamante
Must Sell!! Bought a new car. 4
dr. automatic, leather, alloys, new
transmission, all records and all
power. mi.183k. Needs some TLC.
Asking $2300. Or make me an offer.
Phone: (386) 615-7676

SERVICES OFFERED

Room for Rent
4 bedroom 2 bath house in Fairway Estates. Nice corner lot in
quiet neighborhood only 5 minutes
from ERAU. $350/month plus
1/4 utilities (lawncare included).
Call today...Get Settled! Kenny
Doucette 386-235-1910.

Riverfront Condos for Rent
2nd floor studio facing private preserve for rent, $575.00 a month.
Large 3rd floor 1/1 facing river with
spectacular views, $800.00 a month.
Very clean, gated community,
screened patios, pool, spa, fitness
center. Around corner from campus
and minutes from beach. Pet friendly, convienent, safe and affordable.
Possible move in specials available.
Call Ty @ 407-383-6776.

Save Money on Housing
Share your costs and control your
living experience while at ERAU.
Buy a house or condo! Capture
appreciation dollars and tax deductions to make $money$ for yourself
and your parents. Call Darlene
Mazur, an Embry-Riddle Mom
and Daytona area real estate agent
at Prudential Transact for all the
details. (386) 788-2563.

Show Cars: Joe Gibbs Racing
Perfect for trade shows, conventions, open houses, etc. Choose
from the #18, #11, #20 Nextel Cup
NASCARS owned by Washington
Redskins coach, Joe Gibbs! Call for
pricing. 1-800-469-1881 ext 7535.
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Musicians Needed
Musicians needed for ERAU’s Chapel Sunday 11 a.m. Contemporary
Worship. Guitarists, percussion
and keyboard players needed. Call
Chaplain Jack Ottoson at 322-3276.

Dell Inspiron 9300 For Sale
Windows XP MEDIA CENTER
(Windows Vista Capable), Intel
Centrino Mobile Processor at
1.7Ghz, 1GB RAM Memory, 60
GB hard disk. Video Card: 256mb
nVidia Ge Force Go 6800. Included
in price: TV Tuner and Remote
control (Watch, pause, Stop, rewind
and record live TV!), 17 inch widescreen display, CD-R/W Burner,
6USB Ports, Wireless Intel Internet Card, Integrated sub-woofer!
FREE: Targus Carrying case! Price
and payment NEGOTIABLE.
CONTACT: mourr65f@erau.edu
(386) 334-8930.

Tires for Sale
Price reduced to $80. One set of (4)
255/45 17 in. Also 1 set of (2) 25545 17 in. for $40. Contact Sally.
(386)226-6058.

Keyboard For Sale
Yamaha Keyboard with stand and
bench $80.00. Call 386-253-8318.

Furniture, Etc. For Sale
Light oak entertainment center
$125.00, coffee table and end table
$130.00, file cabinet $25.00, book
case $75.00, antique Singer sewing machine $75.00, complete twin
bed with headboard and footboard
$175.00, papasan chair $60.00.
Call 386-253-8318.

Mini Dachshunds
Dad long haired, Mom short haired,
both on site. First shots and health
certificates. 9 weeks old, 1 sable
male and 2 sable females, 1 black/
tan female. $ 350. Call 386-4372954; 386-503-8149.

Saxophone For Sale
BUNDY Saxophone Excellent condition. Call 386-253-8318.

5x5 Rubik’s Cube Wanted
I am looking for a 5x5 rubik’s
cube. Let me know if you have one.
caro_saturne5@hotmail.com.

Rollerblades
Men’s Rollerblades. Size 11. Good
condition. Only $25. Contact Sally.
(386)226-6058.
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